
MATTHEW LOCKE
(1622-1677)

The standard works on Locke are by Harding (LOCKE H, reviewed in Chelys 5
(1971) p.25), Tilmouth (LOCKE T1, reviewed in Chelys 4 (1972) p.58, and LOCKE
T2), and by Lefkowitz in LOCKE L.

When cataloguing Locke’s Airs, the temptation is to be drawn too far from this
Index’s proper scope, into the generality of the theatrical music. A line has therefore
been drawn around the repertoire presented in LOCKE T1, namely, the main
collections: For Several Friends, the bass viol duos, the Little Consort, the Flat
Consort, the Broken Consort, the Concert of Four Parts, and the Oxford Suite, also the
Almand for solo bass viol and the two canons. Details of the theatrical airs are readily
accessible, if needed, in LOCKE H.

LOCKE H and LOCKE T1 present a choice of numberings. Since LOCKE T1 is
the authoritative published text of the music, its numbering of the Suites (‘sets’
herein) has been adopted, even though it differs in places from the grouping in the
sources. Individual pieces, as the index pages clearly show, were numbered in most
sources with a considerable degree of accord; this numbering has been used in
preference to the lower-case letters (which are nevertheless quoted for cross-
reference) in LOCKE T1. Harding’s system of numbering, which more nearly
conforms to the grouping in the sources, is given for cross-reference, the numbers
being prefixed by ‘H.’ when abbreviation is necessary.

Additional notes on sources:

GB-Lbl, Add MSS 10444-5: see LE STRANGE W2.
GB-Mch MS Mun A.2.6: See Chelys 5 (1973—4) p.78.
Ob MSS Mus Sch D.235-6: as elsewhere, listed in detail so as to make plain

the organisation of the set. The apparent reason why the Flat Consort peters
out in the manner shown is that it runs up against music coming the other way
in the books reversed.

US-NYp MS Drexel 5061: microfilm C.13 at GB-Cpl.
US-NYp MS Drexel 3976: microfilm C.11 at GB-Cpl, identified there as

MS Drexel 1355.
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LONATI, Carlo Ambrogio 1".r0+5c.1710-15)

New Grove: 'He seems to have accompanied his colleague 'Siface' on his visit to England
early in 1687'. Perhaps the following pieces were transmitted then.

For two violins and continuo

B-Bc, XY 29,410,f.7h

[Corant] B-Bc, XY 29,410,f.7y

[Giga] B-Bc, XY 29,4!O,f.7Iv

A-
[Sonata] B-Bc. X\'29,410. f. 71v

,-'

ISonata] B-Bc, XY 29,410,f.72v

[Air] B-Bc,,XY zg,4IO,fJ3v , ..",--. ',

[Corant] B-Bc, XY 2g,410,f.73v

IAir] ffifl B-Bc,xy2e,4tor.74r

[Corant] B-Bc, XY 29,410,f.74r

Other works in I-MOe and I-Tn

Jantary 2009 LONATI-1

Sonata





LOWE, Johann Jacob
von Eisenach (1629 -17 03)

2 violins, 2 violas, viola da gamba, violone bc

Sonata a6 S-Uu, imhs 4:12

S-Uu, imhs 4:13

S-Uu, imhs 4:14

tlf-

2 violins, violetta, viola da gamba, bc

Sonata a4

Sonata a4

o2 violins, tenor, violona, bc'

Januarv 2009 LOWE J-l









JEAN-BAPTISTE LULLY
(1632-1687)

Airs in C Major a3

VdGS No.

C1.

C2.

C3. 4th part added

C4.

February 2008 LULLY-3
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THOMAS LUPO
1571-1628

Jennings’s investigations, in LUPO J1 and LUPO J2, of the Lupo family, brought to light
several contenders for the honour of having composed the viol consort music which
survives in Thomas Lupo’s name.

Thomas Lupo (senior) was the son of Joseph Lupo; he was a court musician from 1590
and composer for the violins from 1621; after his death in 1628 his son, Theophilus Lupo,
took his place as court musician. Thomas Lupo (junior) was a cousin, being the son of Peter
Lupo, who was a brother of Joseph.

Jennings attributed all the consort music to Thomas Lupo (senior).

Among the three-part works, several dances, mainly almaines, are labelled as ‘fantasies’;
they are written in a light style, apparently for two violins and bass viol.

Among the three-part works are found pieces for three equal instruments - this is a rare
instance. Those for trebles and tenors are transpositions of the same work; the one for three
basses is a different fantasy.

Among the four-part works are a few pieces labelled ‘fantasy’, but these are rather of the
nature of airs.

Among the five-part works are several for two basses, not represented in Tregian’s score.

A few five- and six-part fantasies embody florid division parts.
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